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Multi-messenger Science
- IceCube search for cosmic neutrinos:     what are we learning? 
- IceCube potential to see a signal:            what is the best bet?

Not enough time to cover Cosmic Ray and Particle Physics with 
atmospheric neutrinos, Muon astronomy signals, Dark Matter, Sterile 
neutrinos, hierarchy and θ13 with SN and but ask questions if 
interested. 



IceCube just commissioned! stable run!

Muons: 
2.7 kHz
Upgoing 

neutrinos: 
200/day

28 journal papers 2009-11
(5 PointSource analysis + 2 MWL with 

VERITAS + 4 few author papers)

∼250 collaborators



Neutrino Astronomy
After M. Koshiba. Physics Reports, 220:229, 1992

•Neutrinos probe cosmological distances
•High energy neutrinos (>1 TeV) point back to sources inside 1o

•Neutrinos prove matter acceleration in sources



2 EXAMPLES
•Multi-messenger astronomy: the GRB case
•Galactic sources: the conservative case of Crab, best 
bet PeVatrons (SNR+molecular clouds)

galactic

extra-galactic

300 Gpc-3 yr-1 typical GRBs 
of 2 x 1053 erg
2 x 1044 erg/s per AGN into 
particle acceleration

For Hubble time ≈1010 yrs  => 
ρE ≈1044 erg Mpc-3 yr-1



Extragalactic sources
GRBsAGN’sLong bursts: 

collapse of 
massive star 
produces a 
spinning black 
hole 

Short bursts: 
compact binary 
mergers

Expanding fireball (with γ, e±, p) => optically thin => observed radiation due to 
dissipation of particle kinetic energy into relativistic shocks. Particles are accelerated to 
a Lorentz factor that depends on the fireball baryonic load. 
If GRBs are the sources of UHECRs:
- Nuclei cannot survive acceleration in GRB fireball => UHECR should be protons 
(Auger hints toward heavy composition or hadronic interactions not well known? LHC 
results indicate large uncertainties on pp cross section)
- UHECR - ν correlation would not be observed because proton and νs are not 
coincident: no significant correlation between IceCube 40+59-string data and HiRes
+Auger 

Not as simple as GRBs...



IceCube challenges fireball model

p + γ  n + π+

~ cosmic ray + neutrino 

                 p + π0

            + gamma

Ahlers	  et	  al,	  arXiv:1103.3421

40+59 strings: 8-27 events 
(depending on analysis) expected 
by W&B, 2003 (w oscil), 0 
observed
Blue allowed region if GRBs are 
not the only sources of CRs
Red if GRBs produce the UHECR 
spectrum (for average Γ > 1000)

2 constraints: protons from neutrons fit 
HiReS data and gamma cannot overcome 
Fermi-LAT diffuse Rachen & Meszaros 

astro-ph/9811266v1



2007

CRAB IceCube 40 strings

x 6
from exclusion

factor 3.4

7

arXiv:1106.3484

IceCube may need >5 yrs to see the Crab 
(discovery is 5σ not 90%CL). 
Milagro PeVatrons: 5σ in 3 yrs (E-2 to 30 TeV)

2003

W51C



E-2 median sensitivity and upper limits (90%cl)

AMANDA-II 1387 d

SK 2623 d
ANTARES 5-12lines 295 d

59+40 strings 
preliminary

40 strings
375.5d

Results for IceCube 40, 
Astrophys.J.
732:18,2011ANTARES, 
arXiv:1108.0292

KM3NeT sens. (ICRC2011)

IceCube has best sensitivity for the full sky



9Highest significance: 95% post-trial for PKS_1454-354 

IceCube40+59
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Point-‐source	  search:	  All	  sky	  and	  Selected	  Sources

107,569 events (1/3 upgoing) April 2008 - May 2010, 723 d

67%

ho#est	  spot	  in	  whole	  sky
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-‐log10	  (post-‐trial	  p-‐value	  of	  
ho#est	  spot	  in	  map)



How did we obtain these results?
•data filtering, work on reconstructions, pointing accuracy, 
time stability of muon events
•most sensitive and flexible LH analysis for cosmic 
neutrinos in IceCube

What new developments for this search?

•operate IceCube as an Observatory with fast release of 
data for flares 
•monitoring of relevant analysis variables, PSF through 
monthly Moon shadow detection, fixed cuts (blindness), 
database of photon lightcurves



Data selection and analysis
Boosted Decision Trees with variables with small correlation.  
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Likelihood analysis:                                  

Solid P-value!

Astrophysical information!

J. Braun et al., Astrop. Phys. 33 (2010) 175;  
Astrop. Phys. 29 (2008) 299
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PSF can be proven with the Moon monthly

59	  strings
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Moon	  shadow	  LH	  analysis:	  ±4o	  around	  Moon	  (grid	  
128	  x	  128	  points),	  dedicated	  filter	  stream	  from	  
South	  Pole.

More	  than	  13σ	  underfluctuaIon	  in	  59-‐strings	  (14	  
Moon	  cycles).	  In	  86-‐strings:	  5σ	  per	  month.

Offers	  a	  great	  opportunity	  for	  online	  monitoring	  of	  
the	  stability	  of	  point-‐source	  searches,	  absolute	  
Iming	  check,	  coordinate	  transformaIons	  
=>	  Online	  flare	  search	  for	  AGNs,	  SGRs,	  ...	  and	  GRBs

IceCube-59 string PSF: 68% of events in 1.5o 



Time monitoring: Seasonal variations can be exactly 
accounted for (7 Hz for 1 oC at trigger level)

AMANDA detection of ozone split in Sep 2002 http://arxiv.org/pdf/1001.0776



FLARE SEARCHES: ONLINE ANALYSIS POSSIBLE
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ra=21.35°, dec=-0.25°
ns = 14.5 with E-3.9

Flare peak: March 4, 2010 
FWHM duration = 13 d 
Post-trial (∼40,000 trials):
1.4 ± 0.3% 

17 events in MJD 55251 to 
55268 and within 3.5 degrees

x 3 more sensitive for flares of 1 day



STRONG CONNECTION WITH GAMMA-
EXPERIMENTS (TRIGGERED SEARCH)
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Triggered searches:
Use other experiment lightcurves (eg. Fermi-
LAT, IACTs, SWIFT) as PDF in LH in the 
hypothesis that neutrinos follow in time gammas.



nonconductive dielectric mirror
light guide

R&D of a photodetector 
Abalone
basic	  principle:	  light	  amplifier,	  	  simplicity	  and	  
mass	  producibility,	  future	  of	  IceCube	  and	  Laguna

Eliminate,	  not	  increase	  dynode	  systems	  inside	  vacuum!

prototype	  under	  
construc3on	  with	  D.	  Ferenc	  
and	  E.	  Lorenz,	  A.	  Breskin	  
interested

	  xtal	  +	  G-‐APD	  used	  in	  
PET/MRI	  and	  FACT	  
camera	  =>	  CTA

photocathode

No	  metals/feedthroughs
except	  for	  thin	  films	  of
In-‐Cr-‐Au	  and	  photocathode



Conclusions
• Multi-messengers approaches are key for understanding sources that produce 
gamma-rays/neutrinos. A strong program in gamma and neutrino astronomy is 
important for the future (ASPERA roadmap)
•Flares are promising due to increased background rejection power
•An online analysis is possible in IceCube since it is completed => transition 
into Observatory operations
•Antarctic ice is an excellent location to host multiple experiments and for the 
future extensions in neutrino detection (UHE and low energy regimes)
•New photodetectors are key for future low energy neutrino and proton decay

17



Pingu-I

18 additional strings with about 1000 DOMs in the 30 MT DeepCore volume to enhance low energy 
capabilities for:
- oscillations
- galactic sources
- dark matter
- SN neutrinos

Pingu-II: + proton decay



x 3

WHY FLARE SEARCHES?
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Untriggered cluster search

pre-trial E-2

trials about 40,000

- If steady searches did not see anything yet, 3-5 yrs for discovery for galactic 
sources. We exclude GRBs as main UHECR source => AGNs are more 
complex systems and flares show features that cannot be explained only with 
EM mechanisms
- Fast results are now possible (Observatory-mode operation): monthly 
unblinding for all sky cluster search of high energy events in time and space



PERIODIC SYSTEMS
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inferior conjunction

Fermi

ASM

Cyg X-3 with IceCube-40 strings p-value = 1.8%

Neutrinos from Microquasar (Distefano et al, 2002, p-ϒ)

Preliminary
arXiv:1108.3023



IceCube best detector at all energies

1/2 IceCube
375 d

ANTARES 5-12 lines 304 d

IceCube uses atmospheric muons with an energy cut (left plot) 
in the Southern hemisphere: EeV-PeV astronomy
In the Northern hemisphere it uses neutrinos as ANTARES 
(GeV-PeV astronomy)

black lines: E-2 contour for 5% to 95% of signal



Data Filter
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Filters from SouthPole on satellite bandwidth: for offline analysis 40 Hz
for online 6 Hz. Check online filter performance against offline.

Upgoing region efficiency:
Final selection for point sources/
trigger = 16%

1	  TeV	  –	  1	  PeV 1	  PeV	  –	  100	  PeV

40 string data



Extrapola=ons	  of	  p-‐Air	  x-‐sec=on
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Text

Ulrich  et al, arXiv:0906.3075
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~20σ

hierarchy
(sin2(2θ13)=0.1)

ντ appearance

νµ disappearance
Resonance in effective θ13 angle traversing the 
Earth diameter at about 10 GeV

Max disappearance at 25 GeV

Mena et al, 2008 Oscillations in DeepCore



Neutrino Sterile

25
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sensitivity to wimps with
spin-independent interactions



limit     

Search for DM from Galactic halo 
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276 d of 22 strings of IceCube

IceCube region

Minimize uncertainty on halo model 

ON-OFF source technique 
looking for an excess on top of 
atmospheric backgrounds

µµ
ττ

Limit on annihilation cross section 90%cl probe the PAMELA 
excess



Large	  scale	  structures	  in	  the	  rela=ve	  
intensity	  map	  

Rela,ve	   intensity	   map	   is	   not	   isotropic.	   In	  
IceCube-‐59,	   the	   strong	   large	   scale	   structure	  
already	   observed	   in	   IceCube-‐22	   data	   is	   visible	   in	  
the	  “raw”	  data.

[Ref.	  Observa,on	  of	  Anisotropy	  in	  the	  Arrival	  Direc,ons	  of	  Galac,c	  Cosmic	  Rays	  at	  Mul,ple	  Angular	  Scales	  with	  IceCube,	  IceCube	  coll.,	  
accepted	  by	  ApJ,	  arXiv:1105.2326v3]

[ApJ	  718	  (2010)	  L194]



Remaining small structures



IceCube-IceTop unique capability of CR 
composition measurement at and 

above the knee
High Energy atmospheric muons and neutrinos + IceTop are sensitive to the composition in the knee 
region and above.

IceTop, paper in preparation
to be presented also at ICRC2011

New fits to direct 
measurements +
harder Fe than in 
polygonato model

poly-gonato
galactic CRs

Final PS sample 40 string zenith distribution



First results...
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use Fe components to fill gap 
between galactic CR and 
HiReS data

use p components to fill gap 
between galactic CR and 
HiReS data
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Search for SN collapse bursts of neutrinos
Unique option for the ice. Main reaction: IceCube,  arXiv:1108.0171

Significance before and after muon hit rejection

Significance > 25 in Galaxy
Significance 3-10 in Magellanic clouds
(pre-trial)
Trial factor for 0.5s-bin (IceCube standalone) 
= 63M/yr 
but for a coincident detection in SNEWS or 
optical SN signal trial is essentially 1.

noise

IceCube can measure lightcurves with 
highest statistics word-wide! 

Coincident hits in DeepCore allow 5% energy resolution 
for d≲10kpc for spectra with <E>=10-15 MeV
Ribordy et al, arXiv:1106.1937, ICRC2011
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after muon hits rejection

SN rate monitoring

non gaussian tails due to muon induced 
correlated noise. Muons add on average 16 Hz 
to 286 Hz



First results of simulation

35scin3llator	  windowlet

LYSO

photon	  detec3on	  efficiency

Created	  	  Back	  of	  xtal	  gel	  on	  G-‐APD

G-‐APD
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If deposited in air, the In layer would oxidize. Since indium oxide prevents vacuum sealing, it must be 
removed from the surface in a vacuum. Indium oxide completely evaporates in vacuum from the liquid 
indium surface, but only above the threshold temperature of 360 oC. Solution: deposit an oxide-free 
layer of indium in UHV, and prevent subsequent oxidation depositing Au on it. In addition, we deposit 
chromium as a primary layer on all the sealing surfaces, in order to establish strong chemical bond with 
glass, and to prevent gold from flaking off the glass surfaces.

Pure In does not wet glass and 
therefore it may not adhere 
directly to glass. However, In 
strongly interacts with Au and 
creates an inter-metallic 
compound, AuIn2, which 
enables efficient surface 
wetting. The solution is  to 
pre-coat the glass surfaces 
with gold, and then deposit In 
on top. Processng T < 250o. 


